From the manufacturer that built radio engineers'
favorite cost-effective, ultra-reliable IP audio codec
and with over 10,000 BRIC-Links in circulation
around the world, Comrex is proud to present the
latest model in the popular codec line: BRIC-Link 3

Perfect for home studios, stadiums, STLs & more this broadcast codec packs a powerful punch as a
rock-solid IP solution for live audio that you can
trust to do its job. Plus, with a suite of reliability
tools carefully refined by Comrex for over a decade,
BRIC-Link III can excel in 24/7 environments and
mission-critical applications where others just can't.

#BL3 - beautifully boring, in the best way possible

Reliability
CrossLock VPN for ultra-reliable transmission over even marginal IP networks
Ideal for studio-transmitter links (STLs) and other mission-critical applications
HotSwap to set a cellular backup network (requires a Comrex Connect Modem)
Configuration/Control
HTML5-based user interface
Optional Windows-based application, Codec Commander
Enhanced front-panel for triggering contact closures & auto-connections
About the Audio
AAC, HE-AAC, HE-AACv2, Opus, Linear PCM, FLAC, G.722 and G.711 encoders
Low delay: less than 25 mS in linear modes & less than 30 mS in FLAC modes
Compatibility
Works with all Comrex ACCESS & BRIC-Link models, both current and retired
EBU 3326/SIP Mode for third-party IP audio codec interoperability
Compatible with Gagl, a remote audio contribution service offered by Comrex
Other Sweet Perks
Free firmware updates
One year manufacturer's warranty
Top-notch tech support (available in English & Spanish) - also free of charge
100% designed & built in the USA at our manufacturing facility in Devens, Mass.

Optional Add-Ons
SwitchBoard for easy connections between other Comrex IP audio codecs
Fleet Commander for controlling your Comrex fleet (Windows application)
BRIC-Link III Dual Rack Kit for housing x2 BRIC-Link IIIs in a single 1RU shelf
Comrex Connect Modem for HotSwap (secondary network cellular backup)
Gagl service to turn your codec into an audio hub for up to 5 remote guests

Contact Comrex to learn more about BRIC-Link III
+1 (978) 784-1776 | info@comrex.com | www.comrex.com

